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Abstract
Assembling new software systems from prefabricated components as an attractive alternative to
traditional software development practices is more and more investigated. Component technologies
like CCM, .Net or EJB are accompanied by model-based approaches like MDA. However, still the
emphasis is rather on system design and development and not on system validation and testing.
The expected reductions in development time and eﬀort will only arise if separately developed com-
ponents can be made to work eﬀectively together with minimal eﬀort. Lengthy and costly in-situ
veriﬁcation and acceptance testing directly undermines the beneﬁts of heterogeneous components
and late system integration. This paper extends contract-based built-in tests where components
are equipped with the ability to check their execution environment at run-time with approaches
to derive built-in tests from system models, represent them on model level, and to generate exe-
cutable tests from these test models. This model-based approach increases the automation level
in generating and realizing built-in tests and therefore also increases the quality of and reduces
needed resources for developing built-in tests.
Keywords: UML Modeling, Model-based Testing, Test Modeling, Test Automation, Testing and
Test Control Notation, Component-based Testing
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1 Introduction
The vision of model-driven component-based development is to allow soft-
ware vendors to avoid the overheads of traditional development methods by
assembling new applications from high-quality, prefabricated, reusable parts
that are speciﬁed and realized with models. Since large parts of an applica-
tion may therefore be constructed from prefabricated pieces, it is expected
that the overall time and costs involved in application development will be
reduced, and the quality of the resulting applications will be improved. This
expectation is based on the implicit assumption that the eﬀort involved in in-
tegrating components at deployment time is lower than the eﬀort involved in
developing and validating applications through traditional techniques. How-
ever, this does not take into account the fact that when an otherwise fault-free
component is integrated into a system of other components, it may fail to
function as expected. This is because the other components to which it has
been connected are intended for a diﬀerent purpose, have a diﬀerent usage
proﬁle, or are themselves faulty. Current component technologies can help
to verify the syntactic compatibility of interconnected components (i.e. that
they use and provide the right signatures), but they do little to ensure that
applications function correctly when they are assembled from independently
developed components. In other words, they do nothing to check the semantic
compatibility of inter-connected components, so that the individual parts are
assembled into meaningful conﬁgurations. Software developers may therefore
be forced to perform more integration and acceptance testing in order to attain
the same level of conﬁdence in the system’s reliability.
The correct functioning of a system of components at run time is contin-
gent on the correct interaction of individual pairs of components according to
the client/ server model. Component-based development can be viewed as an
extension of the object paradigm [22] in which the set of rules governing the
interaction of a pair of objects (and thus components) is typically referred to
as a contract. This characterizes the relationship between a component and
its clients as a formal agreement, expressing each party’s rights and obliga-
tions. Testing the correct functioning of individual client/server interactions
against the speciﬁed contract therefore requires a veriﬁcation that a system of
components as a whole will behave correctly.
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Built-in contract testing is based on the notion of building contract tests
into components so that they can validate that the servers to which they are
”plugged” dynamically at deployment time will fulﬁll their contract. Con-
sideration of built-in test artifacts begins early in the design phase as soon
as the overall architecture of a system is developed and/or the interfaces of
components are modeled. Built-in test can be and should be derived from the
system model and should be developed in an integrated manner together with
the system design, system model and system implementation.
In the literature built-in testing typically refers to all concepts that are
added to a component’s code for facilitating testing, or checking assertions and
conditions at run-time. Built-in testing is not a new concept. Assertions were
among the ﬁrst built-in testing concepts in software engineering, although one
cannot really call them built-in testing. An assertion is a Boolean expression
that deﬁnes necessary conditions for the correct execution of an object or
a component [12,22]. Assertions in software follow the same principles as
the self-checking facilities that are readily built into hardware components.
Whenever the Boolean expression of an assertion is executed it checks whether
the value of some monitored variable is within its expected domain.
In the literature assertions and built-in testing are often used as synonyms,
e.g. [22], however we believe that they are fundamentally diﬀerent concepts:
assertions are lacking one important ingredient for representing built-in test-
ing, which is the notion of a test or a test case. Assertions can be used in a test
and provide valuable information for error detection during test execution, but
one cannot say that an assertion or its execution represents a test. A test is
an experiment under controlled conditions that applies a set of test cases in
a test procedure or test framework; so that we can only talk about built-in
testing if we have test cases as integral part of components. Built-in testing
strategies comprise the built-in self-test metaphor whose idea is derived from
the self-test capabilities commonly built into hardware components. Built-in
self test components are software modules that comprise their own test cases.
In sloppy terms we could say that these are software components coming with
their own tests for checking their own implementation.
One motivation for building self-tests into a software component is to check
diﬀering variations of component implementations that are all based on a
single component speciﬁcation [10,11]. In other words, a component is not
merely viewed as its implementation, or the physical thing that we will deploy
in our system, but it is viewed as the collection of all descriptive documents
that fully describe the component’s interfaces, structure and behavior, plus an
arbitrary implementation of this model. The implementation self-test strategy
is a typical component development time testing approach. It means it is a
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way to test individual units. It is not so suitable for checking component
interactions in an assembly of individual units. Object technology provides
the right tools for the implementation of this type of object testing. We can
have a base class in Java, for instance, that includes the implementation of
the functionality and then extend that with testing code through inheritance.
The testing code of the extended class provides the test cases that will check
the implementation of the base class. The extension will also provide some
interface that can be used to invoke the test. If we would like to test such a
component, we can simply instantiate its testable version, and start the tests
through the additional testing interface. If we would like to integrate the
class in an existing component infrastructure, we may simply instantiate the
original version, the base class. During the test, the extended class can access
the original functionality through the inheritance mechanism as long as the
class does not deﬁne any private items that are not inherited. The advantage
of this type of built-in self test is that we can break the encapsulation boundary
of the tested object, but yet keep functionality and testing entirely separate in
diﬀerent classes. The fact that we can break the encapsulation boundary for
testing can be seen both as a cure and curse. It is a cure because we can apply
highly implementation speciﬁc test cases. After all, we can access all internal
attributes and this result in high observability and controllability of the tested
object. At a ﬁrst glance this is very good for testing. However, breaking the
encapsulation boundary in that way also is a curse, because if we apply such
highly implementation dependent test cases we will never be able to reuse the
tests in a diﬀerent implementation. For instance, we might access distinct
attributes in a test, which do simply not exist in another implementation, so
that we can actually scrap the test.
Another similar approach with a slightly diﬀerent motivation is to add
component self tests and leave them permanently in an object or component
implementation for reuse [7,8,9]. The main idea behind this strategy is to
exploit the extension mechanism of typical object technologies to inherit not
only the functionality of a class to its sub-classes but additionally its testing
functionality in form of readily built-in test cases. The test cases are invoked
through an additional testing interface that the object provides. Users of an
object may access its normal interface and get its speciﬁed functional behavior
in normal mode, but they can additionally access the object’s testing interface
and execute its built-in test cases in test mode. At ﬁrst sight, it might seem the
same as the previous approach but there is a subtle diﬀerence. In the previous
case, the approach was simply to have unit tests attached and detached to and
from a component implementation in a convenient way. Here, we have the tests
always built into an object, and they are inherited from the base class into all
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extended classes. So, we have the same built-in testing facilities that the base
class provides in all inherited classes. The main motivation of this approach is
that software components or objects will get the same self test capability that
can be regarded as a standard in most hardware components. Additionally,
in contrast to hardware components, software components may inherit their
features, and thus provide the same self-test capabilities in subsequent ver-
sions. However, software components diﬀer from hardware components in one
important respect. Whereas hardware components are built from materials
that can physically degrade over time, software components are not. Software
components are encoded in digital formats which can easily be checked (and
if necessary corrected) to ensure that there is no change over time. Thus, the
concept of a self-test in software similar to the hardware approach [8,9] is not
directly applicable or useful in component-based software testing. This type
of built-in testing is only useful in component evolution and maintenance be-
cause only such activities will in fact change the code of the component, and
make a regression test necessary. There is no point in a component rerunning
previously executed tests on itself, because by deﬁnition the component itself
does not change. What can and usually does change, however, is the envi-
ronment in which a component ﬁnds itself. The objective of built-in testing
should therefore not be a test of a component’s own functionality, because we
can check that through typical unit regression testing, but an assessment of
the component’s environment and how well it interacts with that. In other
words we have to assess that the component’s environment into which it will
be deployed does not deviate from what the component was developed to ex-
pect, and that the component does not deviate from what its new environment
was developed to expect. Built-in contract testing addresses this.
So far, the principles of built-in tests have been developed [8,11]. However,
there model-based design, speciﬁcation and execution has not yet been con-
sidered to a large extend. In particular in the realm of MDA (model-driven
architectures), the modeling of built-in tests as an integral part of component
and system development needs to be addressed. With the development of
UML 2.0 [20] together with the UML 2.0 Testing Proﬁle [21,27] he technolog-
ical base for model-based component and test development has been created.
This paper will speciﬁcally discuss the use of UML for the model-based ap-
proach towards built-in tests.
The paper describes at ﬁrst the principal concepts of built-in tests and
proceeds with the generation of built-in tests from system models. Subse-
quently, the speciﬁcation of built-in tests and their execution are discussed.
An example demonstrates the application of model-based built-in tests. The
paper concludes with an outlook.
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2 Model-Based Built-In Tests
Meyer deﬁnes the relationship between an object and its clients as a formal
agreement or a contract, expressing each party’s rights and obligations in the
relationship [22]. This means that individual components deﬁne their side of
the contract as either oﬀering a service (this is the server in a client-server rela-
tionship) or requiring a service (this is the client in a client-server relationship).
Built-in contract testing focuses on verifying these pair wise client/server in-
teractions between two components when an application is assembled. This
is typically performed at deployment time when the application is conﬁgured
for the ﬁrst time, or later during the execution of the system when a reconﬁg-
uration is performed.
2.1 Built-in Tester Components
Conﬁguration involves the creation of individual pair wise client/server rela-
tions between the components in a system. This is usually done by an outside
”third party”, which we refer to as the context of the components. This cre-
ates the instances of the client and the server, and passes the reference of
the server to the client (i.e. thereby establishing the client ship connection
between them).
In order to fulﬁll its obligations towards its own clients, a component that
acquires a new server must verify the server’s semantic compliance to its client
ship contract. It means the client must check that the server provides the ser-
vice that the client has been developed to expect. The client is therefore
augmented with built-in test software in form of a tester component. This is
called a server tester component, and is executed when the client is conﬁgured
to use the server. In order to achieve this, the client will pass the server’s refer-
ence to its own server tester component. If the test fails, the tester component
may raise a contract testing exception and point the application programmer
to the location of failure.
A test involves the invocation of the methods of an associated component
with predeﬁned input values and the checking of the returned results against
the expected results. The input data and expected results are referred to
as a test case. Under the object paradigm, a test case also often not only
involves the checking of the results of the method invocations but also the
checking of the correctness of the state transitions according to the external
states. A test suite for a server tester component therefore contains a num-
ber of test cases that are developed according to distinct testing criteria, for
example the coverage of the state transition model or the coverage of the
functional speciﬁcation. These are typically augmented with tests according
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to equivalence-class partitioning and boundary value analysis [1,5,6].
A client that owns a tester component and performs a contract test on its
acquired server is called testing client or a testing component [13].
2.2 Build-in Testing Interfaces
The object-oriented and as a consequence the component-based development
paradigm builds on the principles of abstract data types, which advocate to
the combination of data and functionality in a single entity. State transi-
tion testing is therefore an essential part of component veriﬁcation. In order
to check whether a component’s operations are working correctly it is not
suﬃcient simply to compare their returned values with the expected values.
The compliance of the component’s externally visible states and transitions to
the expected states and transitions according to the speciﬁcation state model
must also be checked. These externally visible states are part of a component’s
contract that a user of the component must know in order to use it properly.
However, because these externally visible states of a component are embodied
in its internal state attributes, there is a fundamental dilemma.
The basic principles of encapsulation and information hiding dictate that
external clients of a component should not see the internal implementation
and internal state information. The external test software of a component
therefore cannot get or set any internal state information. The user of a
correct component simply assumes that a distinct operation invocation will
result in a distinct externally visible state of the component. However, the
component does not usually make this state information visible in any way.
This means that expected state transitions as deﬁned in the speciﬁcation state
model cannot normally be tested properly. The contract testing paradigm is
therefore based on the principle that components should expose their logical
or externally visible (as opposed to internal) states by extending the normal
functional server.
A testing interface provides additional operations that read from and write
to internal state attributes that collectively determine the logical states. These
auxiliary interface operations are usually derived through typical assertion
checking techniques [1,4], although for contract testing they are much more
formally deﬁned and applied, since they essentially become part of a compo-
nent’s normal functionality.
A testing interface augments the functionality of the tested server with
state checking and setting operations. The state checking operations verify
whether the component is currently residing in a distinct logical state (for
verifying the post conditions of a test case). The state setting operations set
the component’s internal attributes to represent a distinct logical state (for
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satisfying the preconditions of a test case). State checking operations are
more fundamental than state setting operations. The latter may often involve
quite considerable development eﬀort. Thus, in most cases state setting will
be achieved by invoking the operations of the normal functional interface.
Subsequently, the state checking methods may be used to verify that the
preconditions (initial state) for a test case are satisﬁed.
Within the server tester component a test case may be applied in two
alternative ways. In the ﬁrst way the state setting operations, if applicable,
are invoked to ensure the preconditions required for a test case, the tested
operation is invoked with the predetermined input parameters according to the
testing criterion, and ﬁnally, the state checking operations are invoked to verify
the post conditions required for a test case. The second way is applied when
no state setting operations are provided by the tested component. Then, the
operations of the component’s normal functional interface have to be invoked
to bring the component into the desired initial state for a test. Since these
operations are part of the software that should be tested, the state checking
operations have then to be invoked to verify the correct precondition for the
application of a test case. Finally, the test method is called, and the state
checking operations are used to verify the post conditions against the expected
outcome.
A component that provides a testing interface and that is tested by a
contract tester component is called testable server or a testable component
[13].
2.3 Built-in Test Components
The distinction between clients and servers is only intended to refer to the roles
that can be played in a pair wise interaction between two components. When
viewed from a global perspective, individual components can, and usually do,
play the role of both clients and servers. Any of the client/server relationships
of components may be subject to contract tests. In the server role, a com-
ponent provides a testing interface that supports the tests performed by its
client’s tester components, and in the client role, the component owns tester
components that use the testing interfaces of its associated servers.
A component that plays both roles (i.e. provides a testing interface to its
clients and contains its own tester components to test its servers) is called
Built-in Test (or BIT) component.
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Fig. 1. General architecture of built-in testing.
2.4 Built-in Test Architecture
Figure 1 displays the principle of the contract testing architecture. Each tested
component provides a testing interface that extends the original component
(shaded in the ﬁgure), and it provides testing operations that associated client
tester components may use to support the testing. Each testing component
(client) owns a server tester component. This contains tests that check the
server’s compliance to its contract with the client.
3 Generation of Built-In Tests from UML
Testing that is based on the UML has many concepts in common with tra-
ditional code-based testing techniques. Source code can be seen as a con-
crete representation of a system, or parts thereof, and UML models are more
abstract representations of the same system. More concrete representations
contain more and more detailed information about the workings of a system.
It can be compared with zooming in on the considered artifacts, generating a
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ﬁner grained representation but gradually loosing the overview on the entire
system. Less concrete representations contain less information about details
but show more of the entire system. This can be compared with zooming
out to a coarser grained level of representation making it easier to overview
the entire system but loosing the details out of sight. The advantage of using
model-based development techniques and the UML for development and test-
ing is that a system may be represented entirely through one single notation
over all levels of detail, that goes from very high level and abstract repre-
sentations of the system showing only its main parts and most fundamental
functions, down to the most concrete possible levels of abstraction similar and
very close to source code representations. It means that in a development
project we are only concerned with removing the generality in our descriptive
documents without having to move between and ensure consistency among
diﬀerent notations. The same is true when testing is considered.
Code-based testing is concerned with identifying test scenarios that satisfy
given code coverage criteria, and exactly the same concepts can be applied to
more abstract representations of that code, i.e. the UML models. In that
respect we can certainly also have model coverage criteria for testing. In
other words, more abstract representations of a system lead to more abstract
test artifacts, and more concrete representations lead to more concrete test
artifacts of that system. Therefore, in the same way in that we are removing
the generality of our representations in order to receive ﬁner grained levels
of detail and eventually our ﬁnal source code representation of the system,
in parallel we have to remove the generality of the testing artifacts for that
system and move progressively towards ﬁner grained levels of testing detail.
Also, the system models in UML have to be accompanied by test models in
UML, for which purpose the UML Testing Proﬁle [21,27] has been developed.
3.1 White-Box Coverage Criteria and the UML
Coverage is an old and fundamental concept in software testing. Coverage
criteria in testing are used, based on the assumption that only the execution
of a faulty piece of code may exhibit the fault in terms of a malfunction or
a deviation from what is expected. If the faulty section is never executed in
a test it is unlikely to be identiﬁed through testing, so program path test-
ing techniques, for example, are amongst the oldest software testing and test
case generation concepts [30] in software development projects. This idea of
coverage has led to quite a number of structural testing techniques over the
years that are primarily based upon program ﬂow-graphs [2] such as branch
coverage, predicate coverage, or DU-path-coverage to name only a few. These
traditional coverage criteria all have in common that they are based on doc-
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uments (i.e. ﬂow graphs, source code) very close to the implementation level.
Traditionally, these coverage criteria are only applied at the unit level
which sees the tested module as a white box for which its implementation is
known and available to the tester. On a higher level, in an integration test, the
individual modules are only treated as black boxes for which no internal knowl-
edge is assumed. An integration test is traditionally typically performed on
the outermost sub-system that incorporates all the individually tested units,
so that we assume white-box knowledge of that outermost sub-component, but
not of the integrated individual units. Traditional developments only separate
between these two levels: white box test in unit testing, and black box test
in integration testing. Additionally, there may be an acceptance test of the
entire system driven by the highest-level requirements.
More modern recursive and component-based development approaches do
not advocate this strict separation since individual units may be regarded as
sub-systems in their own right, i.e. components for which no internal knowl-
edge is available, or integrating sub-systems, i.e. also components, for which
internal knowledge may be readily available. Particularly in component-based
developments where we cannot really strictly separate units from sub-systems
both approaches may be readily applied in parallel according to whether only
black-box information, e.g. external visible functionality and behavior, or ad-
ditionally white-box information, e.g. internal functionality and behavior, are
available.
Typical white-box strategies comprise statement coverage or node cover-
age on the lowest level of abstraction. In this instance, test cases may only be
developed when the concrete implementation is available (i.e. for statement
coverage), or if at least the implementing algorithm is known in form of a
ﬂow-chart (i.e. for node coverage). Statement coverage is typically not feasi-
ble, or practical with the UML, unless we produce a model that directly maps
to source code statements, but node coverage may be practical if it is based
on a low-level UML activity diagram. Activity diagrams are very similar to
traditional ﬂow-charts, although activity diagrams may also represent collab-
oration between entities (i.e. through so-called swim lanes). Other coverage
criteria such as decision coverage, condition coverage, or path coverage, may
also be applicable under the UML but it always depends on the type and level
of information that we can extract from the model.
3.2 Black-box Testing Techniques and the UML
Most functional test-case generation techniques are based upon domain anal-
ysis and partitioning. Domain analysis replaces or supplements the common
heuristic method for checking extreme values and limit values of inputs [3].
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A domain is deﬁned as a subset of the input space that somehow aﬀects the
processing of the tested component. Domains are determined through bound-
ary inequalities, algebraic expressions that deﬁne which locations of the input
space belong to the domain of interest. A domain may map to equivalent func-
tionality or behavior, for instance. Domain analysis is used for and sometimes
also referred to as partitioning testing, and most functional test case genera-
tion techniques are based on that. Equivalence partitioning, for example, is
one technique out of this group that divides the set of all possible inputs into
equivalence classes. This equivalence relation deﬁnes the properties for which
input sets are belonging to the same partition.
Traditionally, this technique is only concerned with input value domains
but with the advent of object technology it can be extended to behavioral
equivalence classes. UML behavioral models such as state charts for example,
provide a good basis for such a behavioral equivalence analysis, i.e. test case
design concentrates on diﬀerences or similarities in externally visible behavior
that is deﬁned through the state model.
3.3 Test Speciﬁcation with the UML Testing Proﬁle
Since the majority of tests are developed manually as automated test deriva-
tion techniques still bear several limitations and/or are extended and enhanced
manually, their separate speciﬁcation is advantageous. Out of this motivation,
the OMG has initiated the development of a UML testing proﬁle that is specif-
ically addressing typical testing concepts in model-based development.
The UML testing proﬁle is an extension of UML 2.0 being based upon the
UML metamodel. It deﬁnes a modeling language for visualizing, specifying,
analyzing, constructing and documenting the artifacts of a test system. The
testing proﬁle particularly supports the speciﬁcation and modeling of soft-
ware testing infrastructures. It follows the same fundamental principles of
UML in that it provides concepts for the structural aspects of testing such
as the deﬁnition of test components, test contexts and test system interfaces,
and behavioral aspects of testing such as the deﬁnition of test procedures, test
setup, execution and evaluation. The core UML may be used to model and
describe testing functionality since test software development can be seen as
any other development for functional software properties. However, as soft-
ware testing is based on a number of special test-related concepts these are
provided by the testing proﬁle as extensions to UML. The concepts are mainly
grouped into concepts for test architecture, test behavior and test data.
A test architecture speciﬁes the structural aspects of a test system and
includes:
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• The System Under Test (SUT), where one or more objects within a test
speciﬁcation can be identiﬁed as the SUT.
• Test components, which are deﬁned as objects within the test system that
can communicate with the SUT or other components to realize the test
behavior.
• A means for evaluating test results derived by diﬀerent objects within the
test system in order to determine an overall verdict for a test case or test
suite. This evaluation process is called arbitration. Users can either use
the default arbitration scheme of the proﬁle (i.e. the classical functional
arbitration, where negative results have priority over positive results), or
deﬁne their own arbitration scheme using an arbitration test component.
Test behaviors specify the actions and evaluations necessary to check the
test objective, which describes what should be tested. For example, UML
interaction diagrams, state machines and activity diagrams can be used to
deﬁne test stimuli, observations from the SUT, test control/invocations, co-
ordination and actions. However, when such behaviors are speciﬁed as tests
the prime focus is given to the deﬁnition of normative or expected behaviors.
The handling of unexpected messages is achieved through the speciﬁca-
tion of defaults providing the means to deﬁne more complete, yet abstract
test models. This simpliﬁes validation and improves the readability of test
models. The separate behavior of defaults is triggered if an event is observed
that is not explicitly handled by the main test case behavior. The partition-
ing between the main test behavior and the default behavior is up to the
designer. Within the testing proﬁle default behaviors are applied to static
behavioral structures. For example, defaults can be applied to combined frag-
ments (within interactions), state machines, states, and regions.
The testing proﬁle introduces further concepts that are necessary for test
behavior speciﬁcation such as:
• A test case, which is an operation of a test suite specifying how a set of co-
operating test components interact with the SUT to realize a test objective.
• A verdict is a predeﬁned enumeration specifying possible test results e.g.
pass, inconclusive, fail, and error.
• A validation action, which can be performed by the local test component
to denote that the arbiter is informed of a local test result.
• A log action, which is used to log entries during the execution for further
analysis.
• A ﬁnish action to denote the completion of the test case behavior of a
component, without terminating the component.
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Another important aspect of test speciﬁcation is the use of wildcards in test
data. For example, pattern matching and regular expressions are very useful
when specifying behavior for handling unexpected events, or events containing
many diﬀerent values. Therefore, the UML testing proﬁle introduces wildcards
allowing the speciﬁcation of: (1) any value, denoting any value out of a set of
possible values, and (2) any or omitted values, denoting any value or the lack
of a value (in the case where multiplicities range from 0 upwards).
These concepts provide the capabilities required to construct precise test
speciﬁcations and to develop systems and tests in an integrated manner using
UML 2.0. This also applies to built-in tests as they require the same concepts
as for traditional black-box tests.
4 Execution of Built-In Tests
If the built-in tests have been generated and speciﬁed in the UML 2.0 Testing
Proﬁle (U2TP), their executable versions can be generated with mappings
towards existing test execution environments:
(i) JUnit is an open source unit testing framework, which is widely used by
developers who implement unit tests in Java. The mapping primarily
focuses on the JUnit framework. For instance, when no trivial mapping
exists to the JUnit framework, existing JUnit extensions such as for re-
peated test case runs or for active test cases can be used.
(ii) TTCN-3 (Testing and Test Control Notation [14,28,25]) is widely ac-
cepted as a standard for test system development in the telecommunica-
tion and data communication area. TTCN-3 is a test speciﬁcation and
implementation language to deﬁne test procedures for black-box testing
of distributed systems. Although TTCN-3 was one basis for the devel-
opment of the testing proﬁle, they diﬀer in some aspects, but the UML
testing proﬁle speciﬁcations can be represented by TTCN-3 modules and
executed on TTCN-3 test platforms.
Still, U2TP and TTCN-3 are on diﬀerent levels of abstractions: TTCN-3 is
on a detailed test case speciﬁcation level, i.e. on a level from which executable
tests can directly be derived. U2TP can also be used on more abstract levels
by deﬁning just the principal constituents of e.g. a test objective or of a test
case without giving all the details needed to execute the tests. While this is of
great advantage in the test design process, additional means have to be taken
in order to generate executable tests. For example, the expressiveness of UML
2.0 sequence diagrams allows to describe a whole set of test cases by just one
diagram, so that test generation methods have to be applied in order to derive
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these tests from such diagrams.
As TTCN-3 is a powerful option to execute the built-in tests and having
an own TTCN-3 test platform [29], we have chosen to use it. TTCN-3 is built
from a set of base testing concepts, which makes TTCN-3 quite universal and
application independent. A TTCN-3 test speciﬁcation consists of diﬀerent
parts including type deﬁnitions for test data structures, templates deﬁnitions
for concrete test data, function and test case deﬁnitions for test behavior,
and control deﬁnitions for the execution of test cases. The semantics of these
concepts is well-deﬁned and the main principles of test execution is deﬁned in
form of TTCN-3’s test execution interfaces [15,16].
The constituents of a TTCN-3 test speciﬁcation are derived from the U2TP
built-in test speciﬁcation including e.g. test type and data deﬁnitions and the
deﬁnition of test behavior functions and test cases. A built-in test component
is equipped with the component-speciﬁc executable versions of the TTCN-
3 tests together with the access to a TTCN-3 runtime environment for test
execution.
5 An Example
This section elaborates with an example the individual parts and steps to-
wards model-based built-in tests. The RIN system [23], which supports work-
ing ﬂoor maintenance staﬀ in their everyday working tasks, is taken as an
example. This communication system hosts multiple communication devices
that are interconnected through a radio network and controlled and supported
by a number of desktop working places. The desktop working places help the
maintenance staﬀ to achieve their tasks and provide additional information.
They can guide a worker through complex tasks by looking at the video signals
from the workers video facility, give advice to the worker through the audio
device, and provide additional information, for example the download of user
manuals or video-based repair guides. Each of the communication devices has
deﬁned capabilities that are made public to all the other devices through the
Resource Information Network.
Every device that is part of the network will have a RIN client, a RIN
server and a number of RIN plug-ins installed. The server controls the re-
source plug-ins and communicates with the client of a connected other device.
The client gets the information from associated device’s RIN server. All the
devices within the range of the communication system can, before they com-
municate, retrieve information from their associated nodes as to which things
they are capable of at the moment. In that way, the individual nodes are
never overloaded with data that they cannot process as expected. For ex-
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Fig. 2. UML-style representation of the RIN system components.
ample, the video application of a desktop station may determine the current
memory state of a handheld device and decide according to that information
whether it can send colored frames or only frames in black and white, it may
also reduce the frame rate, or ask the handheld device to remove some of its
unused applications from its memory. These decisions depend on the proﬁle of
the user and the priority of the applications that use the resource information
network.
As shown in Figure 2 the RIN system consists of three components: RIN-
Client, RINServer and RINSystemPlugin.
• RINClient: This component needs host system information like ”system
memory state” or ”system power state”. It connects to the RINServer com-
ponent for such requests. For this connection RINClient uses (”uses”) the
provided (”provides”) RINServer’s interface RINServerAccess. The compo-
nent RINClient provides also an interface RINClientCallBack. This inter-
face is used from the RINServer in order to transmit required information
to the RINClient back.
• RINServer: This component has to exist on each computer; it receives the
client requests (via RINServerAccess) and transmits the client requests to
the appropriate plug-in component RINSystemPlugin, which provides the
interface RINSystem for receiving client requests. Via the interface RIN-
ServerCallBack, the RINServer receives the necessary information from the
appropriate plug-in.
• RINSystemPlugin: This component runs on each computer and provides
diﬀerent system information to RINServers. The RINServer uses the RIN-
SystemPlugins’s interface RINSystem in order to transmit the RINClient’s
request. After the RINSystemPlugin component has collected all required
information, it returns all data via the interface RINServerCallBack pro-
vided by the RINServer to the RINServer.
The RIN system provides the backbone for a highly ﬂexible communication
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Fig. 3. RIN system architecture inlcuding the built-in test architecture (shaded boxes).
system that can handle many heterogeneous mobile devices. It means that
the individual devices may be based on the full variety of available platforms,
with diﬀerences in hardware, operating systems and applications. The usage
of the system is only restricted through the applications that incorporate its
services. It means that in the same networked application quite a number of
diﬀerent platforms may be used on which the RIN system is operating. The
RIN system must therefore be tested on each platform and conﬁguration. This
is a platform test that checks the correct connection to the underlying mid-
dleware platform. An additional feature is the provision of diﬀerent system
plug-ins according to how a device is equipped with hardware. For testing it
means that diﬀerent types of plug-in components may be added on diﬀerent
platforms. And they must all abide by the contract that the server is imple-
menting for communicating with these plug-ins. These tests are all situated
on a lower-level of abstraction, the network or communication level. An ad-
ditional application-level test assures that the application retrieves the right
information from the respective plug-ins. That is, a number of high-level re-
quests that are sent from the application to the plug-in (via the server). Each
application will be augmented with a tester component for each plug-in that
it is accessing. All tests are solely based on the contract testing approach.
Figure 3 displays the organization of the RIN system with built-in contract
testing.
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Fig. 4. Model of the built-in tests for the RIN server.
Test cases for the server cover for example the registration of clients (test
case Registering), requests or ”bypass” requests from clients (test case Re-
questing), or releasing the resources (test case Releasing). The set of test
cases, i.e. the test suite, for the RIN server together with the execution order
of these tests is depicted in Figure 4 The test case Requesting and Releasing
is only performed if the test case Registering has been successful. The details
of the Requesting test case are shown in Figure 5. It is derived from the
behavioral model of the RIN server given as a state chart.
This test is translated to TTCN-3 and results in a simpliﬁed form (without
giving test type and data information) in
external function
validClient() return Client;
altstep Default()
runs on RINClient {
[] testPort.getreply {setverdict(fail); stop}
[] catch.timeout {setverdict(fail); stop;}
}
testcase Registering()
runs on RINClient system RINServer
{
activate(Default());
// check the precondition
testPort.call(IsInState(waiting),t) {
[] testPort.getreply(IsInState(-): true)
{setverdict(pass)}
[] testPort.getreply(IsInState(-): false)
{setverdict(inconc}); stop}
[] catch.timeout {setverdict(inconc}); stop;}
}
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Fig. 5. UML-style sequence model for the example test case Registering.
// main test body
testPort.call(Register(validClient),t) {
[] testPort.getreply(Register(validClient))
{setverdict(pass)}
}
// check the result
testPort.call(IsRegistered(validClient),t) {
[] testPort.getreply(IsRegistered(-): true)
{setverdict(pass)}
}
// check the postcondition
testPort.call(IsInState(registered),t) {
[] testPort.getreply}(IsInState(-): true)
{setverdict(pass)}
}
}
The external function validClient() is used to retrieve the information
about a valid client from the environment. The test case Registering can
be executed by the Client built-in test component (runs on) and tests the
RINServer component (system). It initially activates a default to handle all
unexpected or no responses from the server. The test initially checks the
precondition for the tests and the proceeds with the main body by trying to
register the valid client. Afterwards, the result is checked: is the client really
registered and is the RINServer in state registered. All valid executions
of the tests result in a pass verdict. Invalid executions lead to fail. If the
precondition for the test is not fulﬁlled an inconclusive will be returned.
The tests in TTCN-3 are detailed enough to generate executable code, in
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Fig. 6. Test execution architecture.
our case in Java. The compiled Java byte code is deployed and executed in a
TTCN-3 execution environment.
The test execution architecture is shown in Figure 6. To be able to connect
the test components with the target components, a test adaptor according to
the TTCN-3 execution interfaces TRI [15] and TCI [16,26] is needed. The
Test Adapter uses so called Connectors to mediate between diﬀerent commu-
nication middleware (CORBA, CCM, RMI, Siena, UDP, etc.), which make the
adapter generic and reusable for built-in test components in various execution
context. The adapter implements the abstract operations of the test system
(connect, send, receive, call, getreply, etc.). For the RIN system, the CORBA
connector is used to invoke the RIN server methods.
6 Summary
This paper presents concepts and approaches towards the model-based de-
velopment of built-in tests in UML by using the UML Testing Proﬁle and an
automated execution of these tests with the Testing and Test Control Notation
TTCN-3 and respective TTCN-3 tools and runtime environment. Currently,
the test generation from system models in UML as well as the mapping from
UML Testing Proﬁle speciﬁcations to TTCN-3 is done manually.
Future work will consider the further automation of this process by pro-
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viding tool support for the test generation and translation. Also, further case
studies will be elaborated in order to validate the expressiveness of the UML
Testing Proﬁle and its application for built-in tests.
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